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The entire Russian version of Wikipedia was fleetingly blocked in August over a page relating to drug use
which the website had refused to change or delete.

Russian Wikipedia on Friday said it had indefinitely suspended an editor who organized a
meeting with Russian authorities to agree to closer cooperation on “socially sensitive”
entries.

A representative of media watchdog Roskomnadzor said earlier on Friday that four Wikipedia
editors had met with representatives of the Russian Federal Drug Control Service, consumer
rights watchdog Rospotrebnadzor and Roskomnadzor to formalize channels of
communication between the website and state bodies.

The meeting was an apparent attempt to safeguard the online dictionary, which has faced
governmental pressure to edit or remove articles and was briefly banned in Russia in August.

The proposed contact with authorities would “provide understanding to [Wikipedia's]
editorial collective when writing articles … based on the expert opinion of authorized



government bodies,” Roskomnadzor spokesman Vadim Ampelonsky told the RIA Novosti
news agency. At issue were articles on “socially sensitive” topics such as drugs and child
pornography, according to RIA.

But Russian Wikipedia said via its official Twitter blog that it did not support the move, adding
that the organizer of the meeting, identified as Samal, had been “indefinitely blocked” from
the website.

The entire Russian version of Wikipedia was fleetingly blocked in August over a page relating
to drug use which the website had refused to change or delete. A local court in southern Russia
ordered that a Wikipedia page about charas, an Indian form of hashish, be removed as it
contained harmful information.

The ban was quickly lifted, but it sent ripples through a Russian online community
increasingly concerned over controls of freedom of information on the global Internet, which
President Vladimir Putin last year called a “CIA project.”

In October the Freedom House political rights monitoring organization rated Russian internet
freedom as "not free," down from "partly free" the previous year. The U.S. government-
funded advocacy group cited a law allowing the government to blacklist websites deemed to
contain extremist content or calls for unauthorized rallies, as well as violence against online
journalists and legislation requiring popular bloggers to register with the government as
media outlets.
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